
Q51. What is control “A” dimension and explain its significance? 

Answer: 

� This is the distance between the slack adjuster barrel and the control rod head, 

measured when the brake is in fully released condition.  

� This is called as ‘Control Dimension’, because this is the pre-determined dimension, 

according to which the slack adjuster pays-out /takes-up the slack in the brake rigging. 

� This dimension is constant once set it will not change in service due to wear and tare 

of brake blocks / Wheels. 

� This dimension determines the correct piston stroke of the cylinder. 

� The dimensions of different rolling stock are as follows. 

The control rods ‘A’ dimension for Different Rolling stock are given below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q52. What is control “e” dimension and explain its significance?  

Answer: 

This is the distance between the end of the protective sleeve of the screw and the grooved 

mark on the screw rod when the screw rod is in fully released  

This indicates the total capacity of the slack adjuster available for the adjustment of the brake 

rigging clearance. This ‘e’ dimension will be as follows. 

    375 ± 25 mm for coaching stock,  

 555 ± 20 mm for goods stock,  

 560 + 25mm for BCNHL wagons 

This dimension will decrease as wear takes place on brake blocks, wheels, brake gear 

pins and bushes due to brake applications. This will be the maximum when 

• All Brake blocks are new, 

• All the brake gear pins and buses are new, 

• All the wheels are at maximum diameter, or 

As the ‘e’ dimension decreases and reaches to the minimum due to the wear on the 

wheel tread, which cannot be made up (worn out brake blocks, brake gear pins and 

bushes can be replaced with new ones), manual adjustment shall be done according to 

the worn out wheel diameter, on the adjusting link of the bogie. This will ensure that 

sufficient capacity of ‘e’ dimension will be again made available for subsequent 

adjustments. 

Significance: 

      SAB “e” Dimension indicates maximum take up of slackness in brake rigging by the 

SAB. 

 

Q53. What are the different types of tools and plants used by C&W staff during train 

examination? 

a)  Coaching stock  

  

16+ 2/ -0mm for 13 T bogie stock 

22+ 2/ -0 mm for 16.25 T bogie stock 

b)  Goods Stock 50 mm for VB Stock 

70 mm for Air brake stock 

27 mm for BOBRN 



Answer: 

 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF  

TOOLS 

DIFFERENT TYPES OF 

PLANTS 

1. Hammer 

2. Tommy Bar 

3. Pin Punch. 

4. Chisel 

5. Pipe Wrench 

6. Different sizes of Spanners 

7. Different type of gauges: 

a. Gauge for Buffer Height 

b. Checking gauge for Bent Link Screw Coupling 

c. Flat gauge for Draw Hook & Draw Bar 

d. Checking gauge for SAB 'A' Dimension for  

    13T Bogie (NONAC) 

e. Checking gauge for SAB 'A' Dimension for 16.25T 

Bogie (AC) 

f. Wheel Flange Thickness gauge 

g. Flat Profile gauge for Draw Bar seating of Draft Key 

h. Checking gauge for Axle Guide 

i. Checking gauge for Axle Guide Bush 

j. Checking gauge for Axle Assembly 

k. Flat gauge for Draft Key Slot of Draw Hook 

l. Tyre Defect Gauge 

m. Wheel distance Gauge 

n. Wheel dia measuring gauge (caliber) 

1. Air Compressor 

2. Rake Test Rig. 

3. Single Car Test Rig. 

4. Car washing plant. 

5. Dry and Wet Vacuum Cleaner. 

6. Steam cleaning jet. 

7. Stair Cleaner. 

8. High pressure Static Jet. 

9. High Pressure Cold Water Jet. 

10. Welding Machine. 

 

Q54. What are the important Rolling stock registers to be maintained by a TXR?  

Answer: 

The following documents are to be maintained by TXR - 

RS1  ⇔ Overall sick detention register 

RS2  ⇔ Repacking register 

RS3 ⇔ Oiling register 

RS4  ⇔ Vacuum brake maintenance register 

RS5 ⇔ Vacuum register for incoming train 

RS6 ⇔ Brake power certificate 

RS7 ⇔ Train examiner diary 

RS8 ⇔ Register for hot box 

RS9 ⇔ Wheel register 

RS10 ⇔ Sending to shops of coaching and wagon stock 

RS11 ⇔ Register of damage and deficiencies of rake  

RS12 ⇔ Register of wagons tested for leaking.  

RS13 ⇔ Register of fire extinguishers 

RS14 ⇔ Register of portable telephone in brake van 

RS.15 ⇔ Register of train examiner book (DVR) 

RS.16 ⇔ Sick memo book 

RS-17 ⇔ Fit memo book 

RS.18 ⇔ Report of damages caused by theft, mischief etc. 

RS.19 ⇔ Register of coaching treated with section code 



RS.20 ⇔ Tank wagon register 

RS.21 ⇔ sick label register 

RS.22 ⇔ Damage/deficiencies noted label 

RS.23  ⇔ Abstract of repacking and oiling of boxes 

RS.24 ⇔ Application for CME for condemning of rolling stock 

RS.36 ⇔ Rolling stock laid up and waiting for materials 

RS.61  ⇔ Theft of mechanical fittings of coaching stock 

RS.65 ⇔ Accident train parting register 

RS.68 ⇔ Label damage not to go 

RS.69 ⇔ Details of rake maintenance 

RS.70 ⇔ Hotbox report 

RS.71 ⇔ Coach maintenance history card 

RS.72 ⇔ Trip schedule card 

RS.73 ⇔ “B” schedules card 

RS.74 ⇔  “A” schedule card etc. 

 

Q55. What is CC+8+2 ? What are the modifications to be done to enhance CC+8+2?  

Answer: 

CC+8+2: It indicates the increase in loading capacity of a wagon above the normal Carrying 

Capacity stenciled on it (i.e. Carrying capacity +8 Tonnes +2 Tonnes) 

For example CC of BOXN wagon is 58 tonnes enhanced to 58+8+2=68 tonnes. Similarly for 

BCNA wagon CC is 57 tonnes enhanced to 57+8+2 tonnes. 

The existing BOXN and BCN wagons are provided with suspension system designed for 

20.3t axle load i.e. each axle can carry a load of 20.3t and 4 wheels can carry 20.3X4=81.2t 

which is equal to gross weight of BCN & BOXN wagons. 

The spring arrangement for 22.9t and 20.3t axle load is given in the table for all types of 

CASNUB bogies except CASNUB 22HS which already consists of 7 outer springs. 

BOGIES SPRINGS 
Axle load 

22.9 T 20.3T 

CASNUB22W, WR, WM, 

NL, NLM, NLB 

OUTER - A 7 6 

INNER - B 5 4 

SNUBBER - C 2 2 

 

For CASNUB 22HS the spring arrangement is 

Axle load Outer Inner Snubber 

20.3t 7 6 2 

22.9t 8 6 2 

   



 
Q56. Define Accident and Classify accidents? 

Answer: 

Accident is any occurrence which affects or may effect the safety of railways, its engine, 

rolling stock, permanent way, works, passengers, servants or other or which interferes with 

the normal working of railway is termed as an accident. 

Accidents are classified as under. 

1) “A” Class - Collisions. 

2) “B” Class - Fire on trains. 

3) “C” Class - Train running into road traffic. 

4) “D” class - Derailments. 

5) “E” Class - Other train and trolley accidents. 

6) “F” Class - averted collisions. 

7) “G” class - breach of block rules. 

8) “H” Class - Train passing signal at danger. 

9) “J” Class - Failure of engine or rolling stock. 

10) “K” Class - Failure of permanent way. 

11) “L” Class - Failure of electrical equipment. 

12) “M” Class - Failure of S&T equipment. 

13) “N” Class - Train wrecking. 

14) “P” Class - Causalities like cattle run over etc.., 

15) “Q” Class - unusual incidents like murder, suicide etc..,. 

16) “R” Class - miscellaneous. 

Accidents take place due to one factor or combination of factor listed below: 

1. Defects in Rolling stock. 

2. Defects in permanent way. 

3. Operational failure. 

4. Excessive speed. 

5. Obstruction on track. 

6. Defects in signal and interlock. 

7. Irregular, excessive or uneven loading. 

8. Sabotage by Miscreants. 

9. Natural calamity. 10. Human failure. 

 

Q57.  What are the siren codes for Break down specials and what are their dispatch 

times? 

Answer: 

Siren codes during accident alert. 



Siren code Description 

2 Long When an accident occurs in loco shed or traffic yard 

3 Long When an accident occurs at out station but main line is clear 

3 Long & 1 short When an accident occurs at out station main line is clear and ART 

to be turned out with medical van(ARMV) 

4 Long When accident occurs at out station, main line blocked and ART to 

be turned out without medical van. 

4 Long & 1 short When accident occurs at out station, main line blocked and ART to 

be turned out with medical van. 

Duration of long hooter shall be 30seconds and that of short is 5 seconds. 

Dispatch times of ART and ARMV. 

ART should start in 30 minutes during day and 45 minutes during night from the time of 

reception of information. 

ARMV should start within 15 minutes during day and night for direct dispatch and 20 

minutes for indirect dispatch from the time of reception of information. 

ARMV can be moved by utilizing any train engine of any scheduled train available at that 

time. 

 

Q58. Classify the ART Break down specials on Indian Railways and give their 

composition? 

Answer: 

 Break down special is a train, meant for attending emergencies like accidents and 

disasters etc. on railways comprising of HRD and HRE equipment. Break down specials are 

classified as ART’s, ARMV’s and 140T BD crane specials.  

Classification of “ART” 

ART’s are classified as “A” class, “B” class, “C” class 

“A” Class ART consists of  

I. 140T diesel crane with match truck. 

II. One equipment van containing HRE, Generator, Compressor etc.., 

III. Two staff rest van including kitchen car. 

IV. One BFR containing Engg. equipment. 

V. One BFR containing electrical and other equipment. 

VI. One van containing OHE, S&T, Electrical equipment. 

 

“B” class ART consists of all above items except 140T crane. 

 “C” class ART consists of one Tool van only. 

Q59. What are the duties of a C&W Supervisor at the site of the accident? 

Answer: 

� Whenever any accident occurs the C&W supervisor with brake down gang must 

immediately present at the site of accident along with MRV/ART as quick as possible. 

� The supervisor with gang must assess the requirement of men and material on receipt 

of the information. 

� On reaching the site of accident the accident site must be protected properly from both 

ends.  

� First aid must be rendered to the injured person if any. 

� The cause of the accidents should be assessed. 



� All clues available at the site including any broken or damaged part of an engine, 

coach, wagon or permanent way at the site of accident should be secured and retained 

safely for the inspection of members of the enquiry committee. 

� The site plan should be prepared to show the condition of derailed stock and their 

position from the engine 

� Re-railing operations are to be under taken with proper planning and should be 

completed with in the least possible time. 

� Examination of derailed stock after re railing work is completed and the stock should 

be made fit to run for clearing the sections. 

Recording the joint observations, joint track readings and joint wagon/coach readings. 

 

Q60. What is train parting? Reasons and remedies? 

Answer: 

A train  after starting its journey fro m a station and during run parts in two or more causing 

stalling of the train and blocking of the line is called Train parting. 

Reasons: 

� Defective CBC and its components. 

� Poor enginemanship of the driver. 

� Improper marshalling/ shunting by operating staff. 

� Act of miscreants.  

Remedies: 

� The TXR should check the CBC with all prescribed gauges during ROH and sick 

line attention. 

� The knuckle should be tested with knuckle stretch and nose wear gauge. 

� The CBC should be checked with sickline contour wear limit gauge for guard arm 

expansion. 

� The anti creep arrangement should be checked invariably during every 

sickline/ROH inspection. 

� The draft gear pocket should be checked for loose/dead draft gear. 

� Any surface cracks on knuckle and CBC body should be detected by dye 

penetrant test during ROH. 

� Shank wear, wear on stricker casting, drooped buffers should be checked for.  

� Repeated failures of particular make of knuckle should be watched for. 

� h. Provision of modified operating lever to avoid hitting of high level platform. 

� Drivers should be given learning in engine and train dynamics and adequate 

learning of the route by LI.  

� Driver should allow adequate release time for different type of stock to ensure full 

release of the brakes. 

� Driver should not resort to injudicious application of brakes. 

� After completion of shunting, the shunting staff should pull and push the 

formation for two wagon length and ensure coupling of all wagons. 

� A minimum gap of 19 mm between CBC body bottom and center of the toggle 

rivet should be ensured for proper locking. 

� Cases of miscreants intervention to be reported to RPF from time to time.       

 

Q61. Define Hot Box and what are the causes for hot box and what are the common 

defects in R.B. ? 

ANSWER: 



Hot Box:  Every journal which runs warm necessitating a vehicle, wagon or brake van 

being detached from a train from the commencement of its journey to its booked 

destination inclusive should be considered a hot box 

Causes for Hot Box: 

� In sufficient quantity of grease 

� Excessive Grease 

� Contaminated grease 

� Improper cleaning during POH 

� Dust/Water ingress 

� Usage of improper tool for tightening end cap studs 

� Over loading or Uneven loading 

 Common defects in RB 

� Inner race cracked 

� Outer race cracked 

� Rollers out of alignment 

� Rollers worn out and radial clearance 

� Rollers loaded or unloaded i.e. taking or not taking load. 

� Cage worked out or cracked 

� Taper with drawl sleeve defects. 

� End locking arrangements getting slack and working out 

� Front cover or tear cover binding 

� Grease oozing 

�  Examine the grease for de-colorization or contaminated with water or metal particles. 

Q62. What is Air brake system?  List out the parts of “Air brake system” ? 

Answer: 

The brake system in which compressed air is used in the brake cylinder for the 

application of brake is called air brake. 

 

Sl. 

No 
Description 

Twin pipe system 
Single pipe 

system 

U/F 

MOUNTED 
BMBS 

GOODS 

STOCK 

1. Brake pipe 01 01 01 

2. Feed pipe 01 01 - 

3. Cut off angle cocks 04 04 02 

4. Brake cylinders 02 04 01 

5. Distributor valve 01 01 01 

6. Auxiliary reservoir Capacity 02 (100 litres) 01(200 litres) 01(100 litres) 

7. Isolating cock 05 05 00 

8. Centrifugal dirt collector 02 02 01 

9. Check valve(NRV) 01 01 - 

10. Air hoses 04 04 02 

11. Palm ends 04 04 02 

12. Control Reservoir 01 01 01 

 

Q63. Classify Air brake system? What type of system is used on Indian Railways 

explain? 

Answer: 



There are two types of air brakes namely: 

 

• Direct release (Mainly used on American Rail Road) 

• Graduated Release (Used on Indian Railways) 

 

Direct release system:  In direct release system the brake cylinder pressure cannot be   

reduced in steps by increasing the brake pipe pressure in steps during release. The 

brakes are released immediately, as soon as releasing of brake is initiated.  

Brake pipe pressure in Kg/cm
2 

Brake cylinder pressure in Kg/cm
2 

3.5 3.8 

3.8 0 

4.0 0 

4.2 0 

4.5 0 

5.0 0 

 

Graduated release system:  In this system the brake cylinder pressure can be 

reduced gradually in steps in proportion to the increase in brake pipe pressure. 

Brake pipe pressure in Kg/cm
2 

Brake cylinder pressure in Kg/cm
2 

3.5 3.8 

3.8 3.0 

4.0 2.5 

4.2 2.0 

4.5 1.25 

5.0 0 

 

 There are two types of graduated release air brakes  

• Single pipe air brake system. 

• Twin pipe air brake system. 

Single pipe system: There is only one pipe called brake pipe running from loco to the 

brake van in order to get continuity of air for the application and release of brakes. 

 

Twin pipe system: In addition to the brake pipe, there is one more pipe called feed 

pipe, running from loco to the brake van to charge the auxiliary reservoir 

continuously to 6 Kg/cm2. 

 

Q64. Explain working of Twin pipe gradate release air brake system with neat sketch? 

Answer:  

 



 

Under normal conditions the Brake pipe is charged with 5 kg/cm2 from the 

Loco. The control reservoir is charged with 5 Kg/CM2 from BP and the Auxiliary 

reservoir is charged with 6 kg/cm2 through FP.  

When the brake pipe is 5 kg/cm2, the brake cylinder is connected to exhaust 

through distributor valve in order to keep the brakes in released position fully. 

Whenever the brake pipe pressure is reduced below the CR pressure, the DV connects 

the auxiliary reservoir with the brake cylinder and the air from AR is sent into the 

brake cylinder to apply the brake. Whenever the brake pipe pressure is equal to CR 

pressure, the DV disconnects the BC from AR, and in turn connects the BC with 

Exhaust for the release of brakes fully.    

 

 

Q65. What are the advantages of air brake system? 

Answer: 

The advantages of Air brake system over Vacuum brake system are: 

1. Uniform brake power is possible throughout the train in air brake, but it is not 

possible in case of vacuum brake, since the pressure drop at the rear of the train is up 

to 20%. 

2. The propagation rate of compressed air is 260 m/sec to 280 m/sec. when compared to 

60 to 80 m/sec. in the case of vacuum brake. 

3. The Air brakes have potentiality to run trains longer than 600 metres length. 

4. The air brake trains have potentiality to run heavier trains than 4500 tons. 

5. Shorter braking distance 

6. Suitable for higher altitudes. 

7. Compact and Easy to maintain. 

8. Consumption of spare parts is very less 

9. Simple brake rigging. 

10. Quicker application and release, so better punctuality can be achieved. 

11. Better utilisation of rolling stock since less maintenance and pre departure detention.  

Q66. List out the differences between air brake and vacuum brake systems? 



Answer: 

Difference between Air brake and Vacuum brake system:-  

Air brake Vacuum brake 

1) Air brakes works on compressed air at 5 

kg/cm2     in brake pipe. 

1) Vacuum brake works at atmospheric pressure 

of 1.03 kg/cm2      

2) At the time of brake application compressed 

air  is admitted into the brake cylinder up to 

3.8 kg/cm2  

2) In vacuum brake air at atmospheric pressure is 

admitted into the brake cylinder. 

3) DV is the main functioning unit in air brake 

system 

3) Vacuum cylinder is the main functioning unit 

in the vacuum brake system.  

4) Brake application caused by the outward 

movement of the piston.  

4)Brake application caused by the inward 

movement of the piston. 

5) Brake cylinder is connected by AR 

(Auxiliary reservoir) and connected to exhaust 

during brake release. 

5) Vacuum cylinder is directly connected to      

train pipe during brake application and release. 

6) For any reason if the cylinder has to be made 

inoperative it can be conveniently done by 

closing the isolation cock. 

6) For any reason if the cylinder has to be made 

inoperative the train pipe nipple or siphon pipe 

has to be dummied. 

7) On either ends of BP & FP angle cocks are  

provided for closing and opening.  

7) No angle cocks are provided in the train pipe. 

8) Air hoses are used to provide flexible 

connection between adjacent coaches/wagons 

8) Hose pipes are used to provide flexible 

connection between adjacent coaches/wagons. 

9) Palm ends or coupling heads are used on the 

coupling side of air hoses.  

9) Universal couplings are used on the coupling 

side of the hoses. 

10) M.U washers are used to make air tight joint 

on palm ends. 

10) IR washers are used to make air tight joints 

on universal coupling. 

11) In case of train parting brake application is 

automatically by venting out air pressure from BP 

through air hoses. 

11) In case of train parting brake application is 

automatic by admit of atmospheric air into the 

vacuum cylinder through hose pipe. 

12) Emergency braking distance is 632 meters 

(4500 tons trailing load level track at 65 kmph) 

12) Emergency braking distance is 1097 meters 

(4500 tons trailing load, level track at 65 kmph)   

13) No brake power fading. 13) There is always a brake power fading to the 

extent of 20%. 

14) Uniform brake power is possible through out 

the train due to higher propagation rate. 

14) Uniform brake power is not possible. 

 

Q67. List out the difference between single pipe and twin pipe air brake systems?  

Answer: 

 

WAGON COACH 

1 Single pipe air brake system 1 Twin pipe air brake system 

2 Only one brake cylinder available 2 Two or four brake cylinders available 

3 Brake application time is more 80-30 sec 3 Brake application time is less 3-5 sec  

4 Brake releasing time is more 40-60 sec 4 Brake releasing time is less 15-20 sec 

5 No. of cut-off-angle cocks - two in a 

wagon 

5 No. of cut-off-angle cocks - Four in a 

coach. 

6 Auxiliary reservoir capacity is 100 ltrs 6 Auxiliary reservoir capacity is 200 ltrs 

7 No isolation cocks are available 7 Isolation cocks are available 



8 Pipe line diameter is 32 mm 8 Pipe line diameter is 25 mm 

9 Load/Empty device available to control 

piston stroke. 

9 No Load/Empty device 

10 Bye-passing is not possible. 10 Bye-passing is possible. 

 

Q68. Explain the functions of Distributor valve? 

Answer: 

The functions of Distributor valves are, 

1. It connects AR with BC during Brake application. 

2. It connects BC with Exhaust during brake release. 

3. It charges AR to 5 Kg/Cm
2
 from BP during charging. 

4. It disconnects the AR from BP during brake application. 

5. It charges the CR to 5 Kg/Cm
2 

from BP during charging. 

6. It disconnects the CR from BP during brake application. 

7. It admits a maximum pressure of 3.8 Kg/Cm
2
 during emergency as well as full service 

application. 

8. It admits the air from AR into BC in steps gradually, in proportion to the reduction in 

the Brake pipe pressure to facilitate graduated brake application. 

9. It releases the air from BC in steps gradually, in proportion to the increase in the 

brake pipe pressure to facilitate graduated brake release. 

10. It reduces the BP pressure further by 0.4 Kg/Cm
2
 in addition to the brake pipe 

pressure reduced by the driver from the loco to accelerate the brake application 

particularly during minimum reduction. 

11. It admits air from AR into BC to a pressure of 0.8 Kg/Cm
2 

immediately during brake 

application to overcome the resistance offered by the brake rigging.  

12. It applies the brake during sensitivity range, when the brake pipe pressure is reduced 

at the rate of 0.6 Kg/Cm
2 

in 6 seconds. 

13. It does not apply the brake during insensitivity range when the brake pipe pressure is 

reduced at the rate of 0.3 Kg/Cm
2 

in 60 seconds. 

14. It releases the air from CR, AR and BC during manual release. 

15. It isolates the brake system of the Rolling Stock when ever necessary. 

16. It Should not over charge CR when BP pressure exceeds 5.1 Kg/Cm2 for a period of 

10 seconds 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q69. List out various subassemblies of C3W & EK distributor valves with their 

functions? 

Answer:  

The various sub assemblies and their functions of C3W & EK DV 

 

ESCORT DV 

FUNCTION 

C3W DV 

NAME OF SUB 

ASSEMBLY 

NAME OF SUB 

ASSEMBLY 



1)THREE RESSURE 

VALVE 
• It connects AR with BC during 

application 

• It connects BC with Exhaust during 

release 

• It admits BC pressure in steps when 

the BP pressure reduced in steps to 

facilitate gradual application. 

• It releases air pressure from BC 

pressure in steps when the BP 

pressure increased in steps to 

facilitate gradual release.  

1) MAIN VALVE 

2)‘A’ 

CONTROLLER 

To charge CR while charging and isolates 

during application. 
2) CUT OFF VALVE 

3)‘U’ 

CONTROLLER 

To reduce the BP pressure further by 

0.4 kg/cm2 in addition to the BP pressure 

reduced by the Driver. 

3) QUICK SERVIE      

VALVE 

4) ‘R’CHARGER 

To charge the AR while charging and 

prevents back flow of air from AR while 

application. 

4)AR CHECK 

VALVE 

5) MIN.PRESSURE 

LIMITER 
To admit BC pressure to 0.8 kg/cm2 

 

5)IN SHORT 

VALVE 

 
6) MAX. PRESSURE 

LIMITER 

To admit BC pressure to max of 3.8 

kg/cm2 

7) QUICK RELEASE 

VALVE 

For manual release of brakes 

Release CR pressure only in ESCORT 

DV & 

Release CR pressure in first pull and in 

second pull AR pressure also will release  

in C3W DV 

6)DOUBLE 

RELEASE 

VALVE 

8)ISOLATING 

VALVE 
To isolate DV in case of malfunctioning 

7)ISOLATING 

VALVE 

 

Q70. What is BMBC? Explain its working? 

Answer: 

BMBC is the means Bogie Mounted Brake Cylinders which are provided with an in-built 

slack adjuster to maintain a constant brake block clearance automatically.  It is a single acting 

slack adjuster by which the clearance between wheel and brake block can be decreased 

automatically by increasing the effective length of piston rod whenever the piston stroke 

exceeds 32mm due to wear on the brake block and the wheel. During return stroke, the 

adjusting movement takes place. 



 
 

 
 

If the clearance between wheel and the brake blocks is less due to any reason, it does not 

bring the required clearance automatically. 

 

The main parts of the Bogie Mounted Brake Cylinders are:  

 

Adjusting Screw with ratchet, Adjusting tube, Rocker arm, Plunger pin, Roller plate, Pawl 

housing ring, Pawl, Piston, Trunion body, Front Cover, Piston return spring, Cross head, 

Latch, Resetting plate, Pawl spring, Plunger spring 

Q71. What are the advantages of BMBC over conventional underframe mounted brake 

systems? 

Answer: 

 

In order to overcome the problems faced due to the breakages and malfunctioning of SAB 

enroute, and also due to the frequent breakages and replacement of Cast Iron brake block, a 

new system called Bogie Mounted Brake System is introduced. In this system, the SAB’s are 

eliminated by providing the cylinders directly mounted on the bogie frames itself, and the 

High friction composite K type brake blocks minimises the frequent replacement and 

breakages of brake blocks. 

The main purpose of providing the High friction composite brake block is to overcome 

the deficiency in brake power in the Bogie mounted system.  

Advantages of BMBC 

1. External slack adjusters are eliminated. 



2. High friction composite “K” type brake blocks are used, whose life is increased by 5 to 

6 times than that of cast iron brake blocks.  

3. It has an in-built slack adjuster by which the effective length of the piston rod can be 

increased by 305mm automatically, whenever the piston stroke exceeds 32mm due to 

wear on the brake blocks and the wheel. 

4. Totally 4 Nos. of 8” size brake cylinders (2 per bogie) are used  in place of two Nos. of 

14” cylinders in standard body mounted air brake system. 

5. The cylinders are mounted between central longitudinal members connecting the 

bogie transom and the head-stock on either side. 

6. Unusual noise emitted by the anti-vibration bracket in case of SAB, on run is 

completely eliminated. 

7. It is provided with less No. of brake fittings, therefore easy to maintain. 

8. The forces acting on the levers and truss beams is only 40% when compared to 100% in 

under frame mounted system, therefore the wear on the brake gear components are less, 

and hence the frequent replacements of these components are minimised. 

9. As the forces acting on the Truss beam is only 1 tonne, when compared to 3.2 tonnes in 

the under frame stock, 13 tonnes capacity truss beams are sufficient.    

Q72. What are the differences between BMBC and underframe mounted brake 

systems? 

Answer: 

 

Sl.No Description U/F Mounted brake 

System 

Bogie Mounted brake 

System 

1 Slack Adjuster External Internal 

2. Type of Slack adjuster Double Acting Single Acting 

3. Capacity of Slack adjuster 450 mm 305 mm 

4. Size brake cylinder 14 Inches 08 Inches 

5. Number of Cylinders 02/Coach 04/Coach 

6. 
Brake Force available on the 

Brake head 

3 Tonne (Non mod) 

2.2 Tonne ( Modified) 
1 Tonne  

7. Type of Brake block 
Low friction Composite 

L-Type brake block 

High friction Composite 

K- Type Brake block 

8. Co-efficient of brake block 0.16 – 0.18 0.28 – 0.30 

9. Thickness of brake block  60 mm 50 mm 

10. Piston Stroke  
80–100 mm ( Non mod) 

60-70 mm (Mod H/L) 
Working Stroke-32 mm 

11. Capacity of Truss beam  16 Tonnes 13 Tonnes 

12. Weight of brake block 3.06 Kgs 2.5 Kgs 

13 Anti vibration Bracket Required Eliminated 

14 Horizontal lever Required Eliminated 

15. Bogie pull rod Required Eliminated 

16 
Life of the brake gear 

Components including wheel 
Less More 

17. 
Number brake gear 

adjustments 
07 02 

 

Q73. Explain the procedure of conducting air brake test with SCTR? 



Answer: 

 

SINGLE CAR TEST PROCEDURE: -  

Single car test is performed on a single coach/wagon to ensure proper functioning of 

Air brake system. 

Single car test is performed - During IOH and whenever DV and other air brake 

components are replaced. 

The different tests performed during single car test of a coach:- 

Test 1: Leakage Test 

Test 2: Brake Application and Release Test. 

Test 3: Sensitivity and Insensitivity Test. 

Test 4: Graduated Application and Release Test. 

Test 5: Emergency Brake Application Test. 

Test 6: Passenger Emergency Valve Test. 

Test 7: Guard’s Emergency valve Test 

Note: Test 6 is not applicable to goods stock. 

   Before testing the coach/wagon, pressure gauges are to be fixed to BC, CR, AR 

&Rear air hoses BP, FP 

1) Leakage test of BP and FP: - 

• Charge the system fully – BP to 5 kg/cm
2
& FP to 6 kg/cm

2
 

• Stabilize the pressure for 3 minutes. 

• Close BP and FP cocks 

• Watch the drop in pressure for 3 minutes. 

• The leakage rate in FP and BP should not be more than 0.2 kg/cm
2
 in one minute. 

     (0.1 kg/cm2 in one minute for goods stock)  

                                        -42- 

2) Brake application and release test: - 

• Charge the system fully. 

• Apply brakes to full application position by drivers brake valve that is reducing BP 

pressure by 1.5 kg/cm
2
. 

• Observe the BC pressure. – The BC pressure should be 0 to 3.6 kg/cm2 in 3 to 5 

seconds (18 to 30 seconds for goods stock.) 

• Max. BC pressure should be 3.8 kg/cm2. 

• Check the BC piston stroke and the piston stroke should be within the limits, and 

brake blocks in binding the wheels. 

o For (BMBC) bogie mounted cylinder coaches           —25 to 32 mm 

o For under frame mounted cylinder coaches                – 75 to 95  

o For under frame mounted cylinder modified coaches – 50 to70 mm 

o For goods stock                                  Wagon in Empty- 75 to 95 mm 

                                                                                    Wagon in Load – 120 to 140 mm. 

• Release the brakes by drivers brake valve by charging  BP pressure to 5 kg/cm2 

• Observe the BC pressure – The BC pressure should drop from 3.8 kg/cm2 to 0.4 

kg/cm2 in 15 to 20 seconds. (45 to 60 seconds for goods stock.) 

• The BC piston stroke should reach to initial position and brakes should get released 

fully. 

• Check ‘A’ dimension and it should be 

             For non AC coaches—16 +2/-0 mm  

             For AC coaches – 22 +2/-0 mm 

             For goods stock – 70 +2/-0 mm. 



3) Sensitivity and insensitivity test: - 

• Charge the system fully. 

• Close the BP cock and open the Sensitivity cock. 

• Wait for 6 seconds this will reduce BP pressure by 0.6 kg/cm2. 

• Observe the BC – The brakes should be in applied condition. 

• Charge the system fully 

• Close the BP cock and open the Insensitivity cock. 

• Wait for 60 seconds this will reduce BP pressure by 0.3 kg/cm2. 

• Observe the BC – The brakes should not be in applied condition 

  

4) Gradual application and release test: - 

• Charge the system fully. 

• Reduce the BP pressure in steps through drivers brake valve (A9) 

• Observe the BC pressure – The BC pressure should increase in steps.  

Example:  BP Pressure    BC Pressure 

   5 kg/cm2 0   

  4.5  1.25 kg/cm2 

  4.3  2 

  4.1  2.5 

  3.9  3 

  3.7  3.5 

  3.5  3.8   

• Increase the BP pressure in steps through A9 valve. 

• Observe the BC pressure – The BC pressure should decrease in steps. 

      Example: -     BP Pressure BC Pressure 

   3.5 kg/cm2 3.8 kg/cm2 

  3.7  3.5 

  3.9  3 

  4.1  2.5 

  4.3  2 

  4.5  1.25 

  5  0 

 

 

5) Emergency brake application and release test: - 

• Charge the system fully. 

• Close the BP cock and open emergency cock. 

• Observe the BC pressure – The pressure should be Maximum of 3.8 kg/cm2. 

• Wait for 5 minutes and observe the leakage in the BC. The leakage should not be 

more than 0.1 kg/cm2 in 5 minutes. 

• Pull the manual release handle for a short time (about 10 seconds) 

• Check the BC and CR pressures they should become 0 and BC get fully released. 

 

6) Passenger emergency valve test (PEV test): - 

• Charge the system fully. 

• Pull the alarm chain from inside the coach of extreme end. 

• BP pressure from PEV choke should exhaust by hissing sound and brake should 

apply. 

• Reset the alarm signal disk with the help of resetting key on PEASD. 



• Hissing sound should stop and brakes should get released. 

 

7) Guards emergency valve test (GEV test): - 

• Charge the system fully. 

• Operate the guard’s valve handle. 

• Observe BP pressure should exhaust from Guards valve by hissing sound and brakes 

should apply. 

Reset the handle and observe hissing sound should stop and brakes should get released. 

 

Q74. Explain the procedure of conducting rake test with RTR? 

Answer: 

Formation testing with RTR: - (Rake test rig) 

1) Leakage test of BP and FP: - 

• Charge the system fully – BP to 5 kg/cm2 

                                                       FP to 6 kg/cm2 

• Stabilize the pressure for 3 minutes. 

• Close BP and FP cocks 

• Watch the drop in pressure for 3 minutes. 

• The leakage rate in FP and BP should not be more than 0.2 kg/cm2 in one minute. 

2) Brake application and release test: - 

• Charge the system fully. 

• Apply brakes to full application position by drivers brake valve that is reducing BP 

pressure by 1.5 kg/cm2. 

• Observe the all BC’s of formation.  

• Max. BC pressure should be 3.8 kg/cm2. 

• Note piston strokes of all coaches and should be within limits and brake blocks are 

binding on wheels. The piston stroke should be – 

o For (BMBC) bogie mounted cylinder coaches— 32 mm 

o For under frame mounted cylinder coaches – 85 +10 mm 

o For under frame mounted cylinder modified coaches – 65+ 05mm 

o For goods stock on Wagon in Empty- 85 + 10 mm 

 in Load – 130 + 10 mm. 

• Release the brakes by drivers brake valve charging the BP pressure to 5 kg/cm2 

• Observe the all BC’s pistons. 

• The BC pistons should reach to initial position and brakes should get released fully. 

• Check ‘A’ dimension and it should be 

             For non AC coaches —16 +2/-0 mm  

             For AC coaches  – 22 +2/-0 mm 

             For goods stock  – 70 +2/-0 mm. 

3) Passenger emergency valve test (PEV test): - 

• Charge the system fully. 

• Pull the alarm chain from inside the coach of extreme end. 

• BP pressure from PEAV choke should exhaust by hissing sound and brake should 

apply. 

• Reset the alarm signal disk with the help of resetting key on PEASD. 

• Hissing sound should stop and brakes should get released 

4) Guards emergency valve test (GEV test): - 

• Charge the system fully. 



• Operate the guard emergency valve handle. 

• Observe BP pressure should exhaust from Guards valve by hissing sound and brakes 

should apply. 

• Reset the handle and observe hissing sound should stop and brakes should get 

released. 

 

Q75. What is air continuity test? When it is to be conducted explain with procedure?  

Answer: 

Air continuity test is conducted in order to ensure availability of compressed air form 

locomotive to the last vehicle for proper functioning of brakes. 

It is conducted on the following situations: 

1. At originating station on platform/yard while issuing fresh BPC in presence of TXR. 

2. At enroute by driver and guard  whenever there is 

o Reversal/Change of locomotive 

o One or more vehicles attached/detached from/to the formation 

o After formation is made good at loading/unloading points 

o After any attention paid on brake system of rolling stock by closing any of the cut 

off angle cocks for any reason 

Procedure of conducting Air Continuity Test: 

� Then driver should bring the A9 valve to release position to increase the BP pressure 

to 5 Kg/Cm
2 

guard should ensure BP pressure of 4.8 Kg/Cm
2 

in the gauge Driver must 

charge BP and FP to 5 Kg/Cm
2 

and 6 Kg/Cm
2 

respectively. At the same time guard of 

the train must confirm the availability of BP and FP pressures to a minimum level of 

4.8 Kg/Cm
2 

and 5.8 Kg/Cm
2 

respectively. 

� Then the driver should reduce the BP pressure to 3.5 Kg/Cm
2
 by moving the A9 valve 

to full service application position and guard should ensure the corresponding in BP 

pressure by 1.5 Kg/Cm
2 

in BP gauge of SLR and brakes should apply in this 

condition. 

� and brakes should release in this condition. 

� Then the guard should keep open the GEV for one minute continuously to exhaust the 

BP pressure and driver should ensure over shooting/deflection of Air Flow Indicator 

along with audio-visual sounds. 

� If brake is not the last vehicle then the BP cut off angle cock of the rearmost vehicle 

for one minute instead of GEV and, follow the above procedure. 

� After closing the GEV/Angle cock driver must ensure recharging of BP within normal 

time. 

� Then issue the fresh BPC/ Endorse the BPC. 

 

 


